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“…electro-pop with an emotional soul.” -  The Line of Best Fit 
Emerging artist Nick Wilson continues to mesmerise with his latest slice of dreamy electronica. Colour Me In 
is out on 6th June 2019. 

Filled with sparkling synths, soaring guitar licks and effortlessly sonic harmonies, Colour Me In is Wilson’s most 
powerful release to date. The single is oozing with ethereal soundscapes throughout, creating a sound akin to 
the likes of Astronomyy or Yoke Lore’s ability to create an undeniably immersive atmosphere. Colour Me In 
co-written with Nick Atkinson and Edd Holloway (Gabrielle Aplin, Lewis Capaldi) - is a classic love song 
wrapped up in modern pop sensibilities. Talking about the track, Wilson elaborates, “it’s about finding that one 
person that makes you want to dive head first into a relationship again, someone who pulls you out of the post-
breakup lull. The chorus lyric “colour me in, I’m ready to start again” is the heart of the song. It’s the feeling of 
finding someone who makes you want to do it all again. 

Having released and self-produced music for the past six years, Nick Wilson has already received acclaim from 
Clash, The Line Of Best Fit, Substream Magazine and Crack In The Road to name but a few, as well as 
supporting the likes of Saint Raymond and Martin Luke Brown. Now, with over 800,000 Spotify monthly 
listeners, Wilson looks set to take 2019 by storm with his latest dose of soul-tinged pop. 

Colour Me In is out on 6th June 2019.
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